Introduction
The GLADD program has been developed for the analysis of DEER data with three goals in mind. First, I wanted to be able to fit DEER data without the need for a priori background correction. Second, I wanted to be able to perform error analysis on the fit parameters. Third, I wanted to be able to perform simultaneous analysis of data from multiple experiments (global analysis). These three goals have been realized with this version of GLADD (May 2012) . This version does not use a GUI interface, instead all input is done through an Excel file. The development of a GUI version is underway. The following represents a brief -and I am sure incomplete -outline of how to use GLADD. I welcome any comments or suggestions. Results from GLADD have also been described in detail in Brandon et al. J. Magn. Reson. 218, pp.93-104 (2012) .
Installation
There are two different zip files: "GLADD.ZIP" and "Example.zip". Extract both to directories on your hard drive. In the discussion that follows I will assume that both are copied to "C:\" but that is not necessary.
Input/Output
GLADD runs in MATLAB.
All input parameters are read from an EXCEL file (either *.xls or *.xlsx). On a PC with Microsoft Office installed, all output parameters will be written to the same EXCEL file. On a Mac or UNIX/LINUX computer, most output will be written to ASCII files because of issues with the interface between MATLAB and EXCEL under these operating systems. I'm assuming that any MAC or UNIX/LINUX computer will have some basic ability to open and edit EXCEL files. I've not extensively tested GLADD on these operating systems. DATA can be in one of three formats: 1) Bruker *.DSC and *.DTA files; 2) Four column ASCII file with header as written by Bruker (should be named *.DAT or *.ASC); 3) ASCII file with three columns corresponding to EJH time (in nanoseconds), the real signal, and the imaginary signal (should be named *.DAT or *.ASC).
Model
DEER data is modeled using Equation 1.
Δ 1
[1]
is the dipolar modulation due to the specific interaction(s) of interest and Δ is the modulation depth.
is calculated for a distance distribution like that shown in Figure  1 . Typically, either a Gaussian (black line) or sum of Gaussians (orange line) will be used to represent the distribution, although other non-Gaussian shapes can also be used (red, green, and blue lines).
is a background signal calculated for a homogeneous three dimensional solution of spheres with a single unpaired electron at the center. The parameters required for the calculation of are the concentration of spheres, the radius of the spheres, and a modulation depth for the background signal. is an exponential or stretched exponential function.
In the limit that the spherical radius is zero, the calculated will be an exponential whose decay rate depends linearly on the concentration of spheres. If is used as the background signal then should be fixed to 1. Alternatively, the background can be fit as an exponential given by with fixed to 1.
Setup
An example of an input EXCEL workbook is shown below. For input, there need to be two worksheets in the workbook, one named "PARAMETERS(1)" and the other named "OPTIONS". The "OPTIONS" worksheet contains general information that controls how the fit will be performed. The "PARAMETERS(1)" worksheet determines the data set to be fit and the model that will be used to fit the data.
In the upper left hand corner (highlighted in yellow) of the "PARAMETERS(1)" worksheet is the full pathname of the data set to be fit. The filename does not include the filename extension (.DSC/.DTA or .ASC or .DAT). GLADD will first look for a .DSC/.DTA pair of files and then, if those are not found in the given directory, will look for an ASCII file with the .DAT or .ASC extension. The data can be in any directory as long as its full pathname is properly specified. It is assumed in this example that the data files "Example_1.DSC" and "Example_1.DTA" are in the directory "C:\Example".
The columns highlighted in orange determine which model will be used to fit the data. The column "names" give the names of the various parameters used to fit the data. These parameters are described below. The column "values" gives the initial values of the various parameters. The column "fixed" determines whether a parameter varies (0) during the fitting procedure or is fixed (1). The columns "experiments" and "links" are used to force two or more parameters to have equal values (i.e. to be linked) throughout the fitting process. Examples of using links will be discussed below.
The columns highlighted in blue give lower and upper limits for the values of the different parameters. If the parameter is allowed to vary during the fit, it will remain with these limits.
The columns highlighted in red determine whether confidence intervals will be calculated for each parameter and how they will be calculated. This will be described in detail below.
Options
The "OPTIONS" worksheet contains general information that controls how the fit will be performed. The first six options, highlighted in orange, control how the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm will run to find the best-fit parameters. The values shown here should work for most conditions. The options highlighted in purple are not functional in this version of GLADD. The options highlighted in red are still under development and should be left as is for now. All of the other options can be set either 0  0  0  0  2  R_max  100  1  1  0  100  100  0  0  0  0  3  R_sphere  500  1  1  0  500  500  0  0  0  0  4  a_R_backgro  1  1  1  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  5  d to 0 (false) or to 1 (true). The option "phase" controls whether the DEER data is automatically phase-corrected. The option "gaussianfit" controls whether the early time DEER data will be directly fit to a Gaussian function in order to refine the estimates of the scale factor for the data and where the zero time point occurs. The option "confidence" controls whether confidence intervals will be run after the initial Marquardt-Levenberg estimate of the best-fit parameters provided the appropriate settings are made in "PARAMETERS (1) 
Initial Treatment of Data
If the option "phase" is true, then the phase of the DEER data is automatically adjusted. The noise level of the data is estimated from the imaginary component. The data is then scaled so that the maximum real data point is set to α 10
The value of is displayed in the final fit Figure as "Backgr. Expon. =".
[2] 
b_depth -modulation depth used for calculation of the background signal .
concentration -the concentration of singly-labeled spheres (in M) used for calculation of the background signal .
rho -the radius of the singly-labeled spheres (in Å) used for calculation of the background signal .
scale and time_shift -a scale factor parameter and a time shift parameter which can be included in the non-linear least squares analysis of the data.
shape -controls the shape of the components of the distance distribution (see Figure 1 ).
1. Gaussian 2. Square 3. Triangle 4. Circle
In this particular case the distance distribution is a single Gaussian r0_1 -the center of the Gaussian (in Å).
width_1 -the width of the Gaussian (in Å).
amp_1 -the relative amplitude. In all cases, the amplitude parameter for the first Gaussian is fixed to 1.
A single Gaussian distance distribution is described by Equation 5. The distributions for the square, triangle, and circle shapes are defined in such a way that they have the same mean and RMS widths as a Gaussian. 
Running GLADD
To run GLADD first set the "Current Folder" in MATLAB to "C:\GLADD" (or the alternative location of the GLADD directory), then set the character array "answerfile" to the pathname of the EXCEL spreadsheet, then enter the command "GLADD". The program will run displaying text output in the Command Window and plotting results in Figure windows .
After the initial processing of the data, GLADD will then use the MarquardtLevenberg algorithm in attempt to find the set of parameters which minimize the value of c 2 .
[6]
where is the i th point in the real component of the DEER data, is the corresponding point in the fit (Equation 1), N is the total number of data points, m is the number of independent parameters allowed to vary during the non-linear least squares analysis, and is an estimate of the noise level in the data. Assuming that the estimate of is accurate, then an ideal fit to the data will give c 2 = 1. The Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm will begin with the initial set of parameters defined in the "values" column of the "PARAMETER" worksheet and only allow those parameters to vary whose value in the "fixed" column is set to zero.
As the fit proceeds, intermediate results will be plotted to a Figure 
Output
The changes that are made to the "PARAMETERS(1)" Worksheet in the EXCEL workbook after the fit is finished are highlighted in green below. The updated EXCEL workbook will also now contain two new worksheets. The "DISTRIBUTION(1)" worksheet contains two columns with distance, R, and distance probability, P R . The "FIT(1)" worksheet contains the following columns: 
Background Models
Within GLADD, there are two different approaches available to treat the background signal present in the DEER data. Note that in either case, there is no a priori background correction. Instead, a term corresponding to a background signal is included directly in the fit.
The first is to include an exponential term, , in the fit as defined in Equations 1 through 4. The parameters used to define the exponential term are lambda and dimension. For a homogeneous 3-dimensional solution, dimension can be fixed to 3 and lambda allowed to vary. For other types of samples, dimension can be fixed to other values (such as 2 for 2-dimensional samples) or allowed to vary. When using an exponential background, the alternate term, , should be fixed to a value of 1 by fixing the variables concentration, b_depth, and rho all to zero. This approach is illustrated in the example above, "Example_1_1g_e.xlsx".
The second approach to fitting the background is to calculate a background DEER signal, , for a hypothetical sample consisting of a homogeneous three dimensional solution at concentration given by concentration of spheres of radius rho with a single unpaired electron at the center. In addition to concentration and rho, there is a modulation depth parameter, b_depth, that is needed to calculate the background signal, . In the Examples 2 and 3 below, the parameter b_depth is linked to the parameter depth by placing the parameter number for depth (5) in the "links" column for the b_depth parameter. As a result, the two parameters, depth and b_depth, will be forced to have the same value. Note that when linking b_depth to depth, the initial value of b_depth is irrelevant and b_depth has been fixed indicating that it does not independently vary.
The modulation depth is determined by various experimental and instrumental factors. By linking the two parameters, it is assumed that these factors are the same for the specific interaction of interest and the background signal. When using a calculated background signal, the exponential decay term, , should be fixed to a value of one. This can be effectively accomplished by fixing the value of lambda to a value of -10.
In the following example "Example_1_1g_0.xlsx", a calculated background signal is used resulting in a best-fit effective concentration of 392 M. In this example the value of rho is fixed to zero. Thus, the background signal is being calculated for a hypothetical solution of point electrons. In this situation, the calculated background signal is an exponential with a decay rate which depends linearly on concentration. The fit is essentially identical to that obtained for "Example_1_1g_e.xlsx" although the final  lower. Important differences between "Example_1_1g_0.xlsx" and "Example_1_1g_e.xlsx" are highlighted in purple.
In "Example_1_1g_r.xlsx", the value of rho is allowed to vary to test for excluded volume effects. When the radius of the sphere is large enough the calculated background signal will deviate from an exponential shape due to the fact that there is a lower limit on the distance of closest approach between spins at the center of the spheres. Differences between the examples "Example_1_1g_0.xlsx" (rho fixed at 0) and "Example_1_1g_r.xlsx" (rho allowed to vary) are highlighted below in yellow. There is an improvement in  2 for a non-zero value of rho (2.59 versus 2.98). Note that this particular data set is for a rather large protein and the excluded volume effect is not be present in more typical samples.
Scale and Time Shift
Initially, the DEER data will be scaled so that the largest real value equals one. If the option "gaussianfit" is true, then the early-time real data will be directly fit to a Gaussian function as shown in Equation 7.
√2
The results of this fit are plotted in the lower left-hand panel of the fit Figure. The data will then be scaled by the new estimate of the scale factor = (a + b) and the time values adjusted by subtracting t 0 from all time points. Let i max be the point in the data set with the largest real value, then the early-time data to be fit to a Gaussian will range from 1 < i < 2  i max . This procedure works best if the data includes a good amount of data collected at negative time as shown in Figure 2 . It is assumed that the signal is symmetric about t= 0, and all of the data, including the data at negative time, is included in the fit to Equation 1. If you haven't collected enough data at negative time values its best to set the "gaussianfit" option to zero.
Just to be clear, data at early time points is first fit directly to a Gaussian function as shown in Equation 7 and the lower left-hand panel of Figure 2 . Then all of the data is fit to Equation 1, potentially using a Gaussian distance distribution depending on shape.
In addition to or instead of this fitting of the early time data, there are scale factor (scale) and time shift (time_shift) parameters in the final fitting as well. These are allowed to vary in the example below "Example_1_1g_e_B.xlsx". Note that in this case option "gaussianfit" was true, so the scale and time_shift parameters are being used in addition to the Gaussian fit to the early time points. In this case, the Gaussian fit to the early time points worked well, so the best-fit value of time_shift is close to zero. If "gaussianfit" were false, the best-fit value of time_shift would be ~11 ns, in agreement with the value obtained from the Gaussian fit to the early time points as shown in Figure 2 . If you are having trouble with the "gaussianfit" option, you can turn the option off and use scale and time_shift instead.
Multiple Components
The distance distribution used to fit the DEER data can be either a single component or multicomponent. All components must have the same shape (Gaussian, square, triangle, or circle). Example 5, "Example_1_2g_r.xlsx", shows a fit to a bimodal Gaussian distribution. Three additional parameters are highlighted in grey. Note that the parameter amp_1 is still fixed to a value of 1. It is a dummy parameter with no effect on the fit. The initial values for the first 16 parameters were copied from a previous fit to a single Gaussian distance distribution. The initial values highlighted in blue were copied from the final values in "Example_1_1g_r.xlsx".
The bimodal Gaussian distribution is defined in Equation 8 . Again, the parameter amp_1 is equal to 1. Note that the actual amplitudes of the two components, (1 -amp_2) = 0.713 and amp_2= 0.287, are correctly given in the final fit Figure. The results in Figure 3 (Example 5) show two important differences from those in Figure 1 (Example 1). First, as noted above (Example 4), using a calculated background with a non-zero value of rho does significantly decrease  
Example 5
volume effect can be seen by comparing the green lines in Figure 3 to those in Figure 1 . Also, there is a decrease in  2 when a second component is added to the distance distribution (2.49 in Example 4 versus 2.01 in Example 5). Note that the two components have similar mean values and that the result is a distance distribution which still resembles a single component.
In a similar fashion, a third component could be added to the distance distribution by adding parameters r0_3, width_3, and amp_3 to the parameters list. There is such an example in "Example.zip".
Confidence Intervals
There are two important reasons for determining confidence intervals on the various parameters in a given fit. First, confidence intervals are an excellent way to check whether the value of  2 determined in the initial fit, , represents the true global  2 minimum. Second, confidence intervals allow you to estimate how well-determined are the various parameters.
Let p be one of the m parameters that are varied (not fixed) during a given fit. The confidence interval for parameter p is determined by fixing p to a series of equally spaced values between Δ and Δ where is the best-fit value of the parameter determined in the initial fit. So that, for 1 through such that Δ . For each value of , the parameter is fixed and all of the other m-1 parameters are allowed to vary. GLADD will then run a new Marquardt-Levenberg fit to minimize  2 . The result is a set of  2 values, , corresponding to the set of . Confidence intervals can be run for all or some of the m parameters that are varied during the initial fit.
To run confidence intervals, first be sure that the option "confidence" is set to 1 in the "OPTIONS" worksheet. Second, place a 1 in the "confidence" column of the "PARAMETERS(1)" worksheet for each parameter for which you wish to run a confidence interval. The next three columns ("start", "end", and "increment") are the values of Δ , Δ , and . For example, see the columns highlighted in red in Example 1, "Example_1_1g_e.xlsx". Note that the values of Δ should be entered as negative values in the worksheet.
At the conclusion of the initial  2 minimization, a figure for the first confidence interval will be displayed. After each of the k minimizations in the confidence interval is performed, a point will be added to the confidence interval figure corresponding to the new ( , ) point. Examples of four confidence interval figures are shown in Figure 4 for the parameters depth, lambda, r0_1, and width_1 in the example "Example_1_1g_e. In each of these plots there is a single point plotted as an black open circle corresponding to the values of and determined in the initial minimization. In each of these plots, the curve for the confidence interval (purple line and star symbols) does not dip below the ( , ) point strongly suggesting that is indeed the true global minimum. The horizontal dashed lines in these plots delineate the 66% (red), 90% (green), and 95% (blue) confidence levels. Figure 5 shows an expanded view of the confidence interval curve for the parameter r0_1 together with the 95% confidence level. The vertical blue lines indicate the intersection between the  2 curve and the 95% confidence level. From these results, it can be concluded the the best-fit value of r0_1 is 34.0 Å with an uncertainty of 0.2 Å at the 95% confidence level.
For each of the confidence interval curves that are calcuated, there is an additional worksheet added to the EXCEL workbook with the same name as the parameter. The first two columns are the values of the parameter (r0_1) and the corresponding  2 values. The next three columns are the values of the m-1 other parameters that are not fixed in the fit. These columns can be used to look for correlations between different parameters. The last two columns give the values of and the 95% confidence level. These last two columns are included for creating plots like that in Figure 5 . Confidence intervals can also be used to look for alternate sets of parameters which give lower  2 values than the initially found. After all of the confidence interval calculations are completed, the parameters and  2 value for the absolute best fit found will be written to the "PARAMETERS(1)" worksheet under a column labeled "conf. val.". In Example 3 ("Example_1_1g_r.xlsx"), the best  2 value found in the all of the confidence intervals which I will call is 2.45 (highlighted in orange), a value slightly lower than the original value, 2.49 (highlighted in green). In Figure 6 it is clear that a lower value of  2 is obtained for a larger value of rho than found in the original fit. To further explore this alternate set of parameters, a new EXCEL workbook, "Example_1_1g_r_B.xlsx", was created and the parameters from the "conf. val." column of Example 3 copied to the new workbook (highlighted in red). Confidence intervals calculated for "Example_1_1g_r_B.xlsx" are shown if Figure 7 .
Note that while it may be possible to run a confidence interval on a parameter that is fixed, this can create issues and should be avoided.
Minimization Strategies
The non-linear least-squares analysis of DEER data is inherently difficult. The problem is ill-posed, i.e. there are many sets of parameters which give similar fits. Thus, it is a challenge to find the parameters which give the true global  2 minimum. Two approaches to overcome this difficulty are the use of a priori background correction to simplify the problem and the use of Tikhonov regularization to impose additional constraints on the problem. Both of these approaches, however, present their own sets of issues.
GLADD takes an alternative approach to deal with the inherent difficulties of fitting DEER data. Of course, using the non-linear least-squares algorithms employed in GLADD, the best-fit parameters and  2 value obtained depend on the initial parameter values. In general I've found that fitting DEER data to a single Gaussian distance distribution with an exponential background is relatively well-behaved and GLADD will typically find the global 2 minimum as long as a reasonable set of initial parameters are used. When fitting data for a multi-Gaussian distance distribution or when including excluded volume effects (rho  the situation becomes significantly more complicated. There are a number of different stategies for dealing with the difficulties posed by fitting DEER data to these more complicated models. Again, confidence intervals are an excellent way of searching for a lower  2 minimum. As shown above in Example 3 "Example_1_1g_r.xlsx", a significantly lower  2 value may be found in the determination of the confidence intervals than was found in the original "best" fit ( ). As a result, the best-fit parameters found in the confidence intervals were used as the initial parameter values in a second fit (Example 6 "Example_1_1g_r_B.xlsx"). In the second fit 2.433 was in reasonable agreement with 2.426, suggesting that we have found the true global  2 minimum. Repeating the process and using the best parameters from the confidence intervals of "Example_1_1g_r_B.xlsx" as the starting values, a third fit was performed ("Example_1_1g_r_C.xlsx") giving values of 2.42614 and 2.42613.
"Example_1_1g_r_D.xlsx" shows how much the obtained can depend on the initial parameter values ( 230.1 . In this case, running a confidence interval on only the parameter rho found a much better fit, 2.516.
Another strategy that can help find the true global  2 minimum is to build towards progressively more complex models, using the best-fit parameters from a simpler model as starting parameters for the more complex model. So, the starting parameters for Example 2 ("Example_1_1g_0.xlsx") were taken from Example 1 ("Example_1_1g_e.xlsx"), the starting parameters for Example 3 ("Example_1_1g_r.xlsx") were taken from Example 2 ("Example_1_1g_0.xlsx"), and the starting parameters for Example 5 ("Example_1_2g_r.xlsx") were taken from Example 3 ("Example_1_1g_r.xlsx"), all with appropriate modifications. Linked to corresponding "depth" Table 2 .
GLADD Manual
February 28, 2013 20 EJH 1) Parameters that are linked can either be fixed or floated. If the parameter is to be floated, then the value in the "fixed" column should be set to zero only for the 1 st instance of the parameter. 2) Confidence intervals can be run on parameters that are linked, However, the value in the "confidence" column should be set to one only for the 1 st instance of the parameter.
3) In setting up links, link parameters with higher integer indices back to parameters with lower indices. So, for example, "b_depth" (#8) is linked to "depth" (#5). Also link parameter from subsequent data sets back to those from previous data sets. So, for example, parameters in "PARAMETERS(2)" are linked to those in "PARAMETERS(1)", etc.
GLADD may or may not work if these guidelines are not followed. Extensive testing has not been carried out.
